S U P P L E M E N T

Should you outsource network security?
MORE FLEXIBLE AND DYNAMIC OUTSOURCING

arrangements— made possible mostly by advances in network
management systems and remote technologies—offer new ways
to get help with network security. Indeed, Forrester Research
reports that more than 70 percent of Global 3500 companies
use managed services, notably for disaster recovery and hosting.
Outsourcing network security can offer the following
advantages:
• Flexibility and control. “Co-managing still provides the
best combination between outsourcing and in-sourcing,”
says Kris Zupan, CISSP, chief executive officer/chief technology officer at e-DMZ Security. “As network volatility
increases, these benefits will become more important.”
Zupan notes that the increased complexity and speed of

attacks are requiring constant monitoring and skilled professionals to react and respond.
• Global View. Managed security services providers also
tend to have a more global view of the infosec landscape.
Conversely, the pervasive nature of attacks and sometimes
dramatic steps required to deal with them (like shutting
down a mail gateway or isolating an infected network) will
put more emphasis on the internal control of the security
tools at a company’s disposal.
• Application infrastructure hosting. The enterprise retains
control over an application, outsourcing all infrastructure
management. Servers, software, data, network connections,
firewalls, and so on may actually be remotely located and
operated by the service provider, whose environment may be

An Elegant Firewall for a Dangerous Mission
Controlling access to mission-critical systems is the
goal of every organization. But for some, including one
for the world’s largest chemical companies, the stakes
can be very high indeed. According to the company’s
Chief Security Officer (CSO), a firewall breach can compromise finely tuned process systems, impacting business and potentially “threatening employee safety and
the environment.”
After September 11th 2001,
one of the company’s top priorities was to ensure that its 200
plus high-and medium-risk manufacturing process sites were
guarded by the most compelling
firewall solution available. Lacking the security expertise in-house and believing this is one of the situations
that warrant seeking expertise from the outside, the
CSO went looking for help. What he found was a unique
solution from Managed Security Service Provider E-DMZ
Security. According to this CSO, what makes e-DMZ’s
approach so compelling is the rich environment e-DMZ
Security wraps around firewalls, “the way they architected the entire security solution.”

authorization and audit trails, so every change, no matter how small, is logged, approved and documented.
And unlike other offerings, e-DMZ had already done
the work needed for centralizing firewall management
and control of the chemical giant’s 200+ distributed
sites – all of which have firewalls unique to their
process requirements. The sites also have process engineers with little or no firewall
expertise. Fortunately, e-DMZ’s
solution was designed to be distributed under just such conditions, making implementations
cost-effective and timely.
Another compelling feature is
the ability to co-manage. For safety and security reasons, it’s essential that process engineers be able to
make changes without being inhibited by the firewall.
“We had to ensure the engineers who own those
processes would have access whenever they needed it
and e-DMZ provided the flexibility without compromising the audit trail,” reports the CSO.
“e-DMZ came in with the technology we needed
already wrapped around the firewall; it is, quite simply,
elegant.”

THE DIFFERENCE IS THE ENVIRONMENT

Foremost, all communications and control are
encrypted, ensuring security is tight; and there are

STRATEGIC DIRECTIONS
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